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The Photon-M4 satellite was launched from the Baikonur Cosmodrome on July 19 with five geckos on
board.

Scientists do not know if Russia's infamous sex geckos, which were launched into space last
month, are dead, alive, or having sex, a space industry source told news agency RIA Novosti
on Wednesday.

The Photon-M4 satellite was launched from the Baikonur Cosmodrome on July 19 with five
geckos on board, together with fruit flies, plant seeds and several other non-biological
experiments. Less than a week after its launch, Mission Control reported that it had lost
communications with the spacecraft.

On July 26, Russia's Federal Space Agency, or Roscosmos, said it had reestablished control
over the vehicle and that the mission was proceeding as planned.
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However, on Wednesday a source in the space program told RIA Novosti that it is not clear
what has become of the frisky geckos that have captured the world's attention throughout
the flight.

The gecko's mission is to mate in space, allowing Russian scientists to study the effects
of zero gravity on an organism's reproductive system.

Although communications with the satellite are back on line and the satellite's multi-faceted
scientific mission is proceeding as planned, there is no way to ensure that the geckos are
upholding their end of the bargain and mating in the name of science, the source said.

The satellite was not equipped to transmit video or any other information on the status of the
animals themselves, since the experiment did not strictly require their daily observation. In a
spacecraft, weight is a primary consideration and only essential instruments and hardware
are installed.

There is a camera aboard, however, that is recording the activity of the geckos and will be
reviewed after the satellite returns to earth next month. Only then will the true fate of the
geckos be known.

The source said there was no reason for alarm, as the spacecraft is operating normally.
The commands to open the feeder and water supply for the geckos and other animals aboard
the spacecraft have all been executed without problem.

The mission's troubles follow an incident last year with a Bion-M satellite — which physically
resembles Photon-M – when a massive equipment failure killed most of the gerbils, mice
and fish in its pressurized interior.

The 60-day research program aboard the Photon-M also includes growing pure crystals
to develop technologies for the production of semiconductors and nanobiosensors for new
cancer treatments.
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